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Risk Factors of Drug Dealing in Open‐Air Markets
Summary of Key Factors: Camouflage and escape, Gun violence, Owner‐Occupied Housing, Proximity to prostitution
areas; Street robbery areas, Budget motels, convention centers, hotels, coffee shops and bars, Transportation hubs and
arterial routes, schools, recreation areas, shopping malls.
Aim: To assist analysts with the identification of risk factors for the production of risk terrain maps. Specifically, this brief
provides an annotated review of the factors related to drug dealing in open‐air markets and the settings and times for
which some factors may be most relevant. This information should be especially useful to help choose a time period for
creating risk terrain maps (i.e., Stepi 3), to identify aggravating and mitigating risk factors to include in your risk terrain
model (i.e., Steps 5 and 6), and to inform the operationalization of your risk factors to risk map layers (i.e., Step 7).

Proximity to Street Robbery Areas: When the motive of
robbery is to acquire cash in exchange for drugs, proximity
Operational definition: Drug markets may take different to street robbery areas is a strong correlate of drug‐dealing
forms (in certain instances more than one form) regarding in open‐air markets, especially when small scale drug
iv
the geography of the market and the nature of the transaction dealers and customers are targeted as victims.
between the buyer and the sellerii:
 Closed markets are where the buyer and seller know Proximity to Budget Motels, Convention Centers, Hotels,
Coffee Shops and Bars: Prostitutes constitute a high risk
each other through friends and acquaintances;
 Open markets are where the buyer and seller do not group for drug abuse. Accordingly, proximity to the hang
around locations of prostitutes such as budget motels,
know each other;
 Mobile markets are where the buyer and seller agree on convention centers, coffee shops and bars etc. may be a
v
the details of the transaction‐‐including the location of strong correlate for drug dealing in open‐air markets.
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the transaction‐‐over the phone; and,
Open‐air markets are where the transactions take place Proximity to Transportation Hubs, Arterial Routes,
Schools, Recreation Areas, and Shopping Malls: The
in geographically well defined open‐air areas.
presence of legitimate and daily activities and the easy
For the purposes of this research brief, open‐air drug access to the market area attracts buyers to markets around
vi
dealing covers all types of illegal drug transactions that these routes and facilities.


physically take place in open‐air.
Aggravating/Mitigating Risk Factors Based on a Review
of Empirical Literature
Proximity to Prostitution Areas: Studies suggest that one
of the main reasons for involving in prostitution is
financing drug addictioniii. Accordingly since many
prostitutes use drugs, proximity to prostitution areas may
be a strong correlate for drug dealing in open‐air markets.

Camouflage and Escape: To avoid the risk of being caught,
most buyers and sellers prefer local environments which
facilitate an easy money and drug exchange such as; dim
lighting, concealing landscape, and abandoned buildings
(for the use of drugs after purchase).vii In a similar vein to
avoid the risk of apprehension, most buyers and sellers
prefer streets and roads in which they will be able to watch
for the police and complete the transaction quickly.
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the problem and what is known about each from
evaluative research and police practice are described”.
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